In this paper, a method to transform textual cases into scenario evolution maps is developed, and the process of developing scenario evolution map is introduced in detail. Advantages of the method lie in three aspects: clear definition and formal representation of scenarios are provided as well as the spatio-temporal framework of scenarios; scenario objects in the same object category may use a universal scenario representation which contributes to similarity assessment of different scenarios; scenario evolution map provides description of disaster evolution process in a spatiotemporal manner.
Introduction
An environmental emergency is an accident affecting the environment which occurs unexpectedly releasing contaminants within a short period, and causes serious damage, or has the potential to cause serious damage [1] . Decision-making of environmental emergencies is complex and difficult due to insufficient models or real-time information [2] [3] . Therefore, historical cases are significant resources and supports for efficient decision-making [4] [5] .
Guo et al. developed an emergency decision-making system to enhance the response capacity for pollution events of river region based on CBR/RBR [6] . Kuo proposed a method to determine the recyclability of a material for waste electric and electronic equipment's management based on historical cases [7] . Zhao et al. established a case base of oil-spill cases to provide decision-making support for oil-spill emergencies [8] [9] . Liu et al. designed a case base for environmental pollution emergency disposal events to provide a foundation for screening SCCM (spill control and clean-up materials) [10] . In most studies, cases are represented as a list of attributes, which restricts the application in decision-making.
In this paper, a method to transform textual cases into scenario evolution maps is developed. Notational conventions and definitions are introduced to help decision-makers acquire the scenario quickly and in detail. The process of developing a scenario evolution map is also introduced.
Notational Conventions and Definitions
In the authors' previous works, it is explained that emergency decision-making is a scenario-based decision-making instead of case-based. A case is collection of scenarios, and scenarios that described disaster status of certain objects are the trigger of decision-making. Therefore, acquiring information to support emergency decision-making is, in fact, to acquire scenario information from historical cases [11] . To explain the idea concisely and clearly, notational conventions and definitions are introduced as follows.
Object Category
The object of a scenario is a spatial entity that may be affected or influenced in disasters, and is named as scenario object, denoted by e . A finite set of scenario objects is denoted by E. The category label of a scenario object is denoted by π, and the universal set of category labels is denoted by Π. For E i , if ∀e∈E i , ∃π i ∈Π, π i is the category label of , E i is an object category and denote by E π i .
Scenario Scalar Model
The object attribute is denoted by a and the universal set of object attributes is denoted by A. For a certain scenario object e i and a certain object attribute a j , a j is a useful object attribute of e i if a j is regarded as a factor that affects the disaster status of e i , otherwise, a j is a useless object attribute.
A π is the scenario scalar model of E π , if these conditions are satisfied: a) ∀e∈E π ,∀a∈A π , a is a useful object attribute of e; b) ∀e∈E π ,∀a∈A/A π , a is a useless object attribute. A π (e) is called as scenario scalar.
Scenario Element
A scenario is denoted by , which represents disaster status of certain object in certain time step. Note pair (e,t) as the unique label of s, set as s ∼ (e,t) where e∈E π , t∈T, T is a finite set of certain time steps. S π is a collection of all scenarios each of which corresponds to an object with same category label, S π ={s s∼ e,t , e∈E π , t∈T}.
The quantitative indicators that are used to describe scenarios in a quantitative manner are noted as scenario elements, denoted by a , and define: a :S π →dom(a ) , 0∈dom(a ), dom(a )⊆R + = 0,∞ . Disaster damage type is noted as name a , and for any two scenario elements a i , a j , it is defined with :if i≠j, then name a i ≠ name(a j ); if i=j, then name a i = name(a j ).
For certain sceanrio element a i , the severity ranking of a i is denoted as (dom a i ,≤ a i ) and ≤ a i is the ranking order. ∀a i s j ,a i s k ∈dom a i , Define: a) if a i s j <a i s k , then a i s j < a i a i s k , and a i s k is more severe than a i s j ; if a i s j =a i s k , then a i s j = a i a i s k , and a i s j and a i s k is equivalent.
Scenario Space
For certain object category E π i , scenario space of E π i is defined as A π i =dom a 1 ×dom a 2 ×…×dom a n , and 0 is the original point of A π i , For certain scenario s k , A π i s k = a 1 s k ,a 2 s k ,…,a n s k is defined as the scenario vector of s k .
Temporal Relation of Scenarios
For any scenarios s i ,s j , it is defined that the temporal relation of s i ,s j is a relation on set T denoted by Tim(s i ,s j ) , there is: If s i occurs before s j , denoted as Tim s i ,s j =Before ; If s i and s j occur concurrently, denoted as Tim s i ,s j =Concurrent.
Spatial Relation of Scenario Objects
A spatial scene is a collection of scenario objects with the spatial relation. The spatial relation contains three parts: topological relation, direction relation and distance relation. The formal definition is as follows:
For certain spatial scene E k , set the spatial relation on as . Define: ∀e i ,e j ∈E k , Spa k (e i ,e j ) =< R Top k e i ,e j ,R Dir k e i ,e j , R Dis k e i ,e j >,where:  R Top k e i ,e j represents the topological relation of e i ,e j ;  R Dir k e i ,e j represents the direction relation of e i ,e j , where e i is the reference object and e j is the primary object;  R Dis k e i ,e j represents the distance relation of e i ,e j .
Scenario Evolution Map
The main purpose of the scenario evolution map is try to give complete description of the disaster evolution of certain cases. Establishing a complete description of disaster evolution can not only rely on scenarios and their spatio-temporal relationships, but also rely on some external environmental factors which have influence on the disaster evolution. External environmental factors are divided divide into two types: emergency response and natural environment. Followings are the corresponding explanations:
 Emergency response: emergency actions for certain scenarios to control or eliminate disaster damages on the objects.
 Natural environment: the temperature, weather, wind scale and wind direction，and so on. The tuple <Tim, Spa, Er, Ee> is noted as spatio-temporal framework of cases, where:  Tim is the collection of all temporal relation of scenarios in the case;  Spa is the collection of all temporal relation of scenario objects in the case;  Er is the collection of all information of emergency responses corresponding to scenarios;  Ee is the collection of all information of natural environment corresponding to scenarios. The process of developing scenario evolution map is to match scenario scalars and scenario vectors with the spatio-temporal framework of cases (shown as Figure 1 ) and steps of the process are as follows:
 Step 1: Information acquisition This step is to acquiring related information such as information of scenario objects, spatial data, and records of disaster influence, emergency responses and natural environment, to obtain scenario scalar, scenario vector and establish the spatio-temporal framework of the certain case.
 Step 2: Developing scenario scalar models This step is to select the useful object attributes of scenario objects with the same category label to acquire different scenario scalar models.
 Step 3: Developing scenario spaces
This step is to obtain all disaster damage types in the case and determine the severity ranking of each scenario elements.
 Step 4: Scenario representation
This step is to obtain scenario scalars and scenario vectors of all scenarios in the case.  Step 5: Establishing the spatio-temporal framework This step is to establish spatio-temporal relationships for scenarios and index each emergency response information with its corresponding scenario and index each natural environmental information with its corresponding time step.
 Step 6: Forming the scenario evolution map This step is to match scenario scalars and scenario vectors with the spatio-temporal framework to form the scenario evolution map (Figure 2 ).
Conclusions
This paper aims at not only presenting scenario information clearly, but also seeking an approach to give a complete description of the disaster evolution of historical cases. A method to transform textual cases into scenario evolution maps is developed. Notational conventions and definitions are introduced for scenario representation and establishing relationships for scenarios. Process of developing scenario evolution map is introduced in detail. Definitions of object attributes, scenario elements and scenario spaces are provided. Advantages of the method developed in this paper lies in followings: First, clear definition and formal representation of scenarios are provided as well as the spatio-temporal framework of scenarios; Secondly, scenario objects in the same object category may use a universal scenario representation which contributes to similarity assessment of different scenarios; Thirdly, scenario evolution map provides description of disaster evolution process in a spatio-temporal manner.
Future work will focus on the similarity assessment of scenarios to increase the efficiency of decision-making support in environmental emergency management. 
